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Abstract

In so-called full second-order logic, the second-order variables range
over all subsets and relations of the domain in question. In so-called Henkin
second-order logic, every model is endowed with a set of subsets and relations
which will serve as the range of the second-order variables. In our Booleanvalued second-order logic, the second-order variables range over all Booleanvalued subsets and relations on the domain. We show that under large cardinal
assumptions Boolean-valued second-order logic is more robust than full secondorder logic. Its validity is absolute under forcing, and its Hanf and Löwenheim
numbers are smaller than those of full second-order logic.

1 Introduction

Second-order logic is notoriously difficult to axiomatize. The set of Gödel numbers
of valid second-order sentences, even in the empty vocabulary, is …2 -complete in
the Levy-hierarchy (see Väänänen [15]). One way to remedy this is the introduction
of the so-called Henkin models, that is, models A in which the range of second-order
variables is limited to a set G of sets and relations, where the set G is allowed to
vary with the model. Thus a Henkin model is a pair .A; G /, and ordinary models
correspond to the case that G contains all sets and relations on A. Extending the
concept of a model in this way solves the problem of axiomatizability, in that there
is an obvious axiomatization which satisfies a completeness theorem with respect to
models by Henkin [3].
This paper is devoted to a different modification of second-order logic. Rather
than allowing the second-order variables to range over fewer than all relations, we
allow them to range over more than all relations by allowing also Boolean-valued
relations. This modification does not change second-order logic as much as allowing Henkin models does. In fact, in many respects the Boolean-valued second-order
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logic is closer to the original second-order logic than to the Henkin second-order
logic. We investigate in particular the decision problem, the completeness theorem,
forcing absoluteness, the compactness theorem, the Hanf number, and the Löwenheim number.
Boolean-valued models for set theory were developed by Scott and Solovay. We
refer to the monograph of Bell [2] for an exposition of the Scott–Solovay construction of a Boolean-valued universe of sets. The foreword of Bell’s book by Scott
contains an account of the history of the invention of Boolean-valued models of set
theory. Scott refers, in particular, to the book The Mathematics of Metamathematics
by Rasiowa and Sikorski [9] and asks why Boolean-valued second-order logic was
not considered by the researchers whose work is reported in that book. In hindsight,
given the success of Boolean-valued logic in set theory, it seems most natural to
consider also Boolean-valued second-order logic.
It seems reasonable to think of second-order logic as a fragment of set theory,
more or less the “†2 -fragment” of set theory (see Väänänen [15], [16]). Thus a
lot of Boolean-valued set theory translates into Boolean-valued second-order logic
and vice versa. The question arises: What does Boolean-valued second-order logic
offer over and above Boolean-valued set theory? The point is that Boolean-valued
second-order logic is a logic in the same sense that applies to first-order logic, infinitary logic, and logics with generalized quantifiers. Therefore we can use Booleanvalued second-order logic to study a multitude of structures (i.e., groups, fields, partial orders, and so forth, not just set theory). The difference between Boolean-valued
second-order logic and Boolean-valued set theory is similar to the difference between
second-order logic and set theory (see, e.g., [16]).
A recent development in Boolean-valued set theory is the emergence of Woodin’s
-logic (see [17]). We use -logic as a model for obtaining a proof concept for
Boolean-valued second-order logic which would be more reasonable than the semantic consequence relation yet at the same time closer to the semantic consequence
relation than the mere comprehension axioms (and the axioms of choice). Our concept of Boolean provability (in second-order logic) is an adaptation of Woodin’s
concept of -provability. Throughout we rely heavily on [17] (see also Bagaria,
Castells, and Larson [1] and Larson [5] on -logic).
Validity in classical second-order logic is not forcing absolute. This is most
blatantly revealed by the well-known fact that the continuum hypothesis can be
expressed as the validity of a sentence of second-order logic. That is, there is a
second-order sentence  (in the empty language) so that  is valid if and only if the
continuum hypothesis holds. Assuming a proper class of Woodin cardinals, as in
-logic, validity in the Boolean-valued second-order logic is forcing absolute. With
the further assumption of the -conjecture, we obtain, as in -logic, the result that
the set of Gödel numbers of valid sentences in Boolean-valued second-order logic is
2 . Recall that the set of Gödel numbers of valid sentences in 2-valued second-order
logic is …2 -complete, so we have an improvement from …2 to 2 .
Once we have defined our own concept of Boolean provability, an adaptation
from Woodin’s concept of -provability, we obtain the second-order version of the
-conjecture. This version implies Woodin’s -conjecture, but we do not know
whether they are equivalent. In fact we do not even know if our version of the
-conjecture is consistent.
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To further estimate the relationship between our Boolean-valued second-order
logic and the original 2-valued second-order logic, we investigate three invariants
of logics:
 The compactness number (i.e., the least  so that any theory in the logic, all
subsets of size less than  of which have a model, has a model).
 The Hanf number (i.e., the least  so that any sentence in the logic which has
a model of cardinality at least  has arbitrarily large models).
 The Löwenheim number (i.e., the least  so that any sentence in the logic
which has a model, has a model of cardinality at most ).
In the case of first-order logic these invariants are all !, and the same is true of
the Henkin second-order logic. For the original 2-valued second-order logic these
numbers are quite large (see Magidor [6]). The Hanf number is the supremum
of all †2 -definable ordinals, and the Löwenheim number is the supremum of all
…2 -definable ordinals (see Väänänen [14]). We show that if certain large cardinals
exist, then these invariants are smaller for the Boolean-valued second-order logic
than what they are for the 2-valued second-order logic. In particular, we show the
following.
 Assuming a proper class of Woodin cardinals, a strong form of the conjecture, and the existence of supercompact cardinals, the first supercompact cardinal is above the compactness number of Boolean-valued secondorder logic and below the compactness number of 2-valued second-order
logic.
 Assuming a proper class of Woodin cardinals, a strong form of the conjecture, and the existence of supercompact cardinals, the first supercompact cardinal is above the Hanf number of Boolean-valued second-order logic
and below the Hanf number of 2-valued second-order logic.
 Assume that the theory ZFC + “There is a proper class of Woodin cardinals.” Then there is a model of set theory with a proper class of Woodin
cardinals such that the first Woodin cardinal is above the Löwenheim number
of Boolean-valued second-order logic and below the Löwenheim number of
2-valued second-order logic.
2 Boolean-Valued Second-Order Logic, Semantics, and Boolean Validity

Let L D ¹R1 ; : : : ; Rn º be a relational
language. A Boolean-valued L-structure consists of M D .A; B; ¹RiM º1i n /,
where
Definition 2.1 (Boolean-valued structures)

(1) A is a nonempty set,
(2) B is a complete Boolean algebra, and
(3) for each 1  i  n, if Ri is an m-ary relation symbol, then RiM is a function
from Am to B.
When B D ¹0; 1º, a Boolean-valued L-structure can be seen as a first-order
L-structure by identifying RiM with the characteristic function of an m-ary predicate.
We now interpret second-order sentences by Boolean-valued structures in the following way.
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Let L be as above, and let M D .A; B; ¹RiM º1in / be a
Boolean-valued L-structure. For each second-order L-formula ', aE 2 A<! , and
fE 2 .BA /<! , we assign k'ŒE
a; fEkM by induction on the complexity of ' in the
following way:
Definition 2.2

(1) ' is x D y, where x; y are first-order variables; then kx D yŒa; bkM is 1 if
a D b and 0 otherwise.
(2) ' is Ri .x/, where x is a first-order variable; then kRi .x/ŒakM D RiM .a/.
(3) ' is X.x/, where X is a second-order variable and x is a first-order variable;
then kX.x/Œa; f kM D f .a/.
(4) ' is : ; then k'ŒE
a; fEkM D 1 k ŒE
a; fEkM .
(5) ' is 1 ^ 2 ; then k'ŒE
a; fEkM D k 1 ŒE
a; fEkM ^ k 2 ŒE
a; fEkM .
(6) ' is .9x/ , where x is a first-order variable; then
_
M
M
'ŒE
a; fE
D
Œb; aE ; fE :
b2A

(7) ' is .9X/ , where X is a second-order variable; then
_
M
M
'ŒE
a; fE
D
ŒE
a; g; fE :
gWA!B

Note that interpreting second-order formulas via Boolean-valued structures is the
same as doing it via full second-order structures in set-generic extensions.
Let L be as above, and let M D .A; B; ¹RiM º1in / be a Booleanvalued L-structure. Let G be a B-generic filter over V . Then we define the full
second-order L-structure M ŒG in V ŒG as follows:
Definition 2.3

 the first-order part of M ŒG is A, S
 the second-order part of M ŒG is n2! P .An /V ŒG , and
 the interpretation of Ri is
ˇ
®
¯
RiM ŒG D xE 2 Ami ˇ RiM .x/
E 2G ;
where mi is the arity of Ri .
Let L be as above, and let M D .A; B; ¹RiM º1i n / be a Booleanvalued L-structure. Let G be a B-generic filter over V . Then for each second-order
L-formula, aE 2 A<! , and fE 2 .BA /<! , we have
Lemma 2.4

'ŒE
a; fE

M

2 G ” M ŒG  'ŒE
a; fEG ;

where fEG D ¹f1G ; : : : ; fnG º and for each i with 1  i  n,
ˇ
®
¯
fiG D x 2 A ˇ fi .x/ 2 G :
Proof

We show the statement by induction on the complexity of '.

Case 1: ' is x D y, where x; y are first-order variables. Then

'Œa; b

M

2G ” aDb
” M ŒG  'Œa; b:
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Case 2: ' is Ri .x/, where x is a first-order variable. Then

'Œa

M

2 G ” RiM .a/ 2 G
” a 2 RiM ŒG
” M ŒG  'Œa:

Case 3: ' is X.x/, where X is a second-order variable and x is a first-order variable.

Then
'Œa; f 

M

2 G ” f .a/ 2 G
” M ŒG  'Œa; f G :

Case 4: ' is : . Then

'ŒE
a; fE

M

ŒE
a; fE

2G ”

” M ŒG ²

M

…G

ŒE
a; fEG 

” M ŒG  'ŒE
a; fEG :
Case 5: ' is

1

^

'ŒE
a; fE

M

2.

Then
E

2G ”

a; f
1 ŒE

” M ŒG 

M

2G&
EG

a; f
1 ŒE

E

a; f
2 ŒE

 & M ŒG 

M

2G
EG 

a; f
2 ŒE

” M ŒG  'ŒE
a; fEG :
Case 6: ' is .9x/

, where x is a first-order variable. Then
_
M
M
'ŒE
a; fE
2G ”
Œb; aE ; fE
2G
b2A

” .9b 2 A/

M

Œb; aE ; fE

” .9b 2 A/ M ŒG 

2G

Œb; aE ; fEG 

” M ŒG  'ŒE
a; fEG :
Case 7: ' is .9X/

, where X is a second-order variable. Then
_
M
M
'ŒE
a; fE
2G ”
ŒE
a; g; fE
2G
gWA!B

” .9gW A ! B/

ŒE
a; g; fE

” .9gW A ! B/ M ŒG 

M

2G

ŒE
a; g G ; fEG 

” M ŒG  'ŒE
a; fEG :
This completes the proof of the lemma.
We now define one of the most important notions in this paper, the so-called Boolean
validity.
Let L be as above. Then a second-order
L-sentence is Boolean-valid if k'kM D 1 for any Boolean-valued L-structure M .
Definition 2.5 (Boolean validity)

Using Lemma 2.4, one can prove the following useful lemma.
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Let L be as above. A second-order L-sentence ' is Boolean-valid if
and only if ' is true in any full second-order L-structure in any set-generic extension
of V .
Lemma 2.6

Proof

By Lemma 2.4, the direction from right to left is obvious.
For the direction from left to right, let B be a complete
Boolean algebra in V , let
S
G be a B-generic filter over V , and let N D .A; n2! P .An /V ŒG ; ¹RiN º1in / be
any full second-order L-structure in V ŒG. We show that ' is true in N .
First, note that we may assume that A is an ordinal . For each i with 1  i  n,
let mi be the natural number such that Ri is an mi -ary relation symbol, and let RPiN be
a B-name for RiN . Let M D . ; B; ¹RiM º1in / be the Boolean-valued L-structure,
where, for each xE 2 mi ,
RiM .x/
E D the Boolean value of “xEL 2 RPiN ” in B:
Then it is easy to show that M ŒG D N . Hence by Lemma 2.4,
N  ' ” k'kM 2 G:
Since ' is Boolean-valid, k'kM D 1 and hence N  ', as desired.
From the last lemma, it is easy to see that the set of Boolean-valid L-sentences
can be seen as a set of natural numbers …2 -definable in ZFC and therefore, one
can reduce this set of natural numbers to the set of Boolean-valid L-sentences of
full second-order logic recursively. We will discuss the possibility that the set of
Boolean-valid L-sentences can also be seen as a 2 set of natural numbers in ZFC
later in this article. Also, we will show that Boolean validity is invariant under setforcing extensions assuming a proper class of Woodin cardinals, while the validity
of full second-order logic is fragile to set-forcing extensions. For example, one can
characterize the set of natural numbers .N; </ and the real line .R; </ (up to isomorphism) with a sentence in full second-order logic, and, using this, one can find a
sentence in second-order logic whose validity in full second-order logic is equivalent
to the continuum hypothesis, which is not invariant under set-forcing extensions.
We end this section by proving the forcing absoluteness of Boolean validity.
Theorem 2.7

Assume a proper class of Woodin cardinals. Then for any secondorder sentence ' and any partial order P, ' is Boolean-valid if and only if ' is
Boolean-valid in V P .
Proof

The statement follows from Theorem 4.2 in Section 4 and Theorem 5.1 in
Section 5. Nevertheless, we will give a direct proof using the stationary tower-forcing
P<ı .
Let ' be any second-order sentence, and let P be any partial order. We first show
that if ' is Boolean-valid, then so is it also in V P . By Lemma 2.6, it suffices to show
that ' is true in any full second-order structure in any set-generic extension of V P .
However, by Lemma 2.6 again, ' is true in any full second-order structure in any
set-generic extension of V , and therefore so is it also in every generic extension of
V P.
We finish the proof by showing that if ' is Boolean-valid in V P , then so is it also
in V . We will show the contrapositive; namely, if ' is not Boolean-valid in V , then
it is not Boolean-valid in V P either.
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Assume that ' is not Boolean-valid in V . Then by Lemma 2.6, letting be the
negation of ',
is true in some full second-order structure N0 in some generic
extension V Q . By Lemma 2.6 again, it is enough to show that is true in some full
second-order structure in some generic extension of V P .
Let ı be a large-enough Woodin cardinal so that P; Q; NP0 2 Vı , where NP0 is a
Q-name for N0 . Let G be P<ı -generic over V such that P!1 .P .P// 2 G, and let
j W V ! M be the induced embedding from G with M <ı \ V ŒG  M . Then in
V ŒG, one can find a P-generic over V and hence V ŒG can be seen as a generic
extension of V P .
By elementarity of j , is true in the full second-order structure j.NP0 / in M j.Q/ .
Since ı is sufficiently large and M <ı \ V ŒG  M , one can assume that is true in
some full second-order structure in V ŒGj.Q/ . Then since V ŒG is a generic extension
of V P , is true in some full second-order structure in some generic extension of V P
as well, as desired.
3 Henkin Models

We now introduce important structures when discussing second-order logic.
Let L D ¹R1 ; : : : ; Rn º be a relational language.
A second-order L-structure M D .A; G ; ¹RiM º1in / is a Henkin model if it satisfies the comprehension axiom for each second-order L-formula; that is, for each
second-order L-formula ', aE 2 A<! , and fE 2 G <! ,
ˇ
®
¯
xE 2 A<! ˇ M  '.x;
E aE ; fE/ 2 G :
Definition 3.1 (Henkin models)

Let L be as above. Then a second-order L-structure M D .A;
M
n
P
.A
/;
¹R
n2!
i º1in / is a Henkin model and is called a full second-order
L-structure.
Example
3.2
S

The semantics of second-order logic via Henkin models (Henkin semantics) gives us
similar logical properties of second-order logic to first-order logic, as in this example.
Theorem 3.3 (Henkin)

Second-order logic via Henkin semantics is sound and
complete to a standard proof system of second-order logic. In particular, the set of
all second-order sentences valid via Henkin semantics is †01 .
On the other hand, the semantics of second-order logic via full second-order structures (full semantics) does not enjoy completeness or compactness; in fact, one can
express infinity of a set and well-foundedness of a partial order by second-order sentences via full semantics. Also the validity of second-order logic via full semantics
is highly complex.
Let L be an arbitrary relational language. Then the
set of all second-order valid L-sentences via full semantics is …2 -complete in the
language of set theory.
Theorem 3.4 (Väänänen)

Proof

See [15, Theorem 1].

The Boolean-valued second-order logic is a second-order logic sitting between the
two semantics we discussed above. While it is quite powerful (e.g., one can express
well-foundedness as well as the theory of Gödel’s constructible universe L and some
canonical inner models such as L ), it may enjoy completeness in some sense.
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4 -Logic and -Validity

We now introduce -logic, especially -validity. -logic is a logic of forcing
absoluteness, invented by Hugh Woodin after his invaluable investigation on the
connection between forcing absoluteness and large cardinals. Forcing absoluteness discusses preservation of the truth of statements between a ground model and
its set-forcing extensions; for example, by Shoenfield’s absoluteness lemma, any
…12 -sentence is forcing-absolute.
A …2 -sentence ' in set theory is -valid if it is true
in V and in any set-forcing extension of V .1
Definition 4.1 (-validity)

As we mentioned, by Shoenfield’s absoluteness lemma, any …12 -sentence true in V
is -valid. If V D L, the …13 -sentence “Every real is constructible” is true, but not
-valid, while large cardinals give us more sentences that are -valid. For example,
if there is a proper class of Woodin cardinals, then for every sentence ' true in L.R/,
the sentence “L.R/  '” is -valid (see Larson [4, Corollary 3.1.16]). Furthermore,
if there is a proper class of cardinals which are Woodin and measurable, then for any
†21 -sentence ' true in some set-generic extension, the sentence “CH ! '” is -valid
(see [4, Theorem 3.2.1]).
It is easy to see that the set of all -valid …2 -sentences is …2 in ZFC. The important point is that -validity is invariant under set-forcing extensions assuming a
proper class of Woodin cardinals.
Theorem 4.2 (Woodin)

Assume a proper class of Woodin cardinals. Then for
any …2 -sentence ' and a set partial order P, V  “' is -valid” if and only if
V P  “' is -valid.”
Proof

See, for example, [5, Theorem 2.2].
5 Boolean Validity and -Validity

We now prove one of our main results.
Theorem 5.1

Let L be a relational language containing a binary relation sym-

bol R.
(1) There is a recursive translation from second-order L-sentences ' to
…2 -sentences ' in set theory such that
' is Boolean-valid ”

'

is -valid:

(2) There is a recursive translation from …2 -sentences
order L-sentences ' such that

in set theory to second-

is -valid ” ' is Boolean-valid:
In particular, the complexity of Boolean validity is the same as the one of
-validity.
We show the first item of the theorem. Given a second-order L-sentence ',
we define the …2 -sentence ' in set theory stating that
Proof

“' is true in any full second-order L-structure.”
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We verify the desired equivalence. By Lemma 2.6, ' is Boolean-valid if and only
if it is true in any full second-order L-structure in any set-generic extension, that is
equivalent to that ' is -valid, as desired.
Next, we show the second item of the theorem. Given a …2 -sentence in set
theory, we define the second-order L-sentence ' stating that
“If A with the relation R is well-founded, extensional, and is isomorphic to .V ; 2/
for some strong limit cardinal , then .A; R/  ,”
where A is the first-order part of the given structure M , and we identify the above R
with the interpretation of the binary relation symbol R contained in L. Note that the
well-foundedness and the extensionality of a structure .A; R/ can be easily expressed
by a second-order L-formula. One can also express the statement that “.A; R/ is
isomorphic to .V ; 2/ for some strong limit cardinal ” via a second-order L-formula
by describing a “V -hierarchy” function from the set of “ordinals” in .A; R/ and the
intended “V˛ ” as their images using second-order quantifiers.
We verify the desired equivalence. By Lemma 2.6, ' is Boolean-valid if and
only if it is true in any full second-order L-structure in any set-generic extension,
which is equivalent to V 
for all strong limit cardinals  in any set-generic
extension because we focus on true power sets in full second-order L-structures in
generic extensions. Hence the Boolean validity of ' is equivalent to the -validity
of V  for all strong limit cardinals , which is equivalent to the -validity of
itself because any †1 -formula is absolute between V for strong limit cardinals 
and V , as desired.
This completes the proof of our theorem.
The application of the above theorem is discussed in the next section concerning
the complexity of Boolean validity and its comparison with that of full second-order
logic.
Let us note that Theorem 2.7 would follow from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 5.1,
but we have proved Theorem 2.7 directly to illustrate the method.
6 -Logic, -Provability, and -Conjecture

We now go back to -logic and discuss -provability and the -conjecture, which
were introduced by Hugh Woodin. Considering these notions will help us understand
the complexity of Boolean validity.
As mentioned in Section 4, many statements in set theory are -valid, and the
more large cardinals we have in V , the more statements are -valid. What is behind
these phenomena is the notion of universally Baire sets of reals, tying large cardinals
with forcing absoluteness, as in the following.
Definition 6.1

(1) Let X be a topological space, and let A be a subset of X.
 The set A is nowhere dense in X if it is disjoint from a dense open subset
of X.
 The set A is meager in X if it is a countable union of nowhere-dense sets
in X.
 The set A has the Baire property if there is an open set U in X such that
the symmetric difference between A and U is meager.
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(2) A set of reals A is universally Baire if, for any compact Hausdorff space
X and any continuous function f W X ! R, the set f 1 .A/ has the Baire
property in X.
The more large cardinals we have, the more complicated sets of reals become universally Baire and the more complicated statements become -valid. In fact, any
transitive model of ZFC closed under certain universally Baire sets is “correct” about
the truth of certain statements. -provability is the notion capturing this idea.
Definition 6.2

(1) Let A be a universally Baire set of reals, and let M be a countable transitive
model of ZFC. We say that M is strongly A-closed 2 if, for any partial order
P in M and any P-generic filter G over M ,
A \ M ŒG 2 M ŒG:
(2) Let ' be a …2 -sentence. We say that ' is -provable if there is a universally
Baire set of reals A such that for any countable transitive model M of ZFC,
if M is strongly A-closed, then M  '.3
One can define strong A-closure even for countable !-models of ZFC (instead of
countable transitive models of ZFC) and an !-model M of ZFC is strongly A-closed
for any …11 (lightface) set A if and only if M is well-founded. Therefore, strong
A-closure is a generalization of well-foundedness.
Let us give more examples of strong A-closure and -provable sentences. Suppose every set has a sharp. Then the set A D ¹.x; n/ 2 R  ! j n 2 x # º is universally Baire and M is strongly A-closed if and only if M is closed under sharps.
Since any transitive model of ZFC closed under sharps is correct about the truth of
†12 -formulas, every …13 -sentence true in V is -provable assuming that every set has
a sharp. In the same way, if M!# .X/ exists for any set X, then for any sentence ' true
in L.R/, the sentence “L.R/  '” is -provable by looking at the strong closure of
the set A D ¹.x; n/ 2 R  ! j n 2 M!# .x/º, where M!# .X/ is the minimal X-mouse
with !-many Woodin cardinals and a top measure. For the details of this notion, one
can refer to Steel [13].
The soundness holds for -logic, as in the following.
Theorem 6.3 (Woodin)

Let ' be a …2 sentence in set theory. If ' is -provable,

then it is -valid.
Proof

See, for example, [5, Theorem 6.4].

Woodin’s -conjecture states that -provability and -validity are the same thing,
as in this conjecture.
The -conjecture is the following statement:
Suppose there is a proper class of Woodin cardinals. Then for any …2 -sentence ' in
set theory, ' is -provable if and only if ' is -valid.
Conjecture 6.4 (Woodin)

It is not known whether one can prove the -conjecture while Woodin showed that
the -conjecture is consistent, as follows.
Theorem 6.5 (Woodin)

Assume a proper class of Woodin cardinals. Then there
is a transitive model of ZFC with a proper class of Woodin cardinals in which the
-conjecture is true.
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See, for example, [5, Section 9.2].

Moreover, Woodin showed that -provability is invariant under set-forcing extensions assuming a proper class of Woodin cardinals (see [1, Theorem 2.35]). Combining it with Theorem 4.2, one can see that the -conjecture is invariant under
set-forcing extension as well.
One great consequence of the -conjecture is a finer analysis of the complexity
of -validity by the following result of Woodin.
Assume a proper class of Woodin cardinals, and let ı be
the first Woodin cardinal. Then the set of -provable …2 -sentences in set theory is
definable in Hı C .
Theorem 6.6 (Woodin)

Proof

See, for example, [5, Section 8.1].

Corollary 6.7

Assume a proper class of Woodin cardinals, and suppose that the
-conjecture is true. Then the set of all -valid …2 -sentences in set theory is 2 in
ZFC.
Combining the above corollary with Theorem 5.1, one can get this interesting result
on Boolean-valued second-order logic.
Corollary 6.8

Assume a proper class of Woodin cardinals, and suppose that the
-conjecture is true. Let L be a relational language. Then the set of Boolean-valid
L-sentences is 2 in ZFC.
The result is in contrast with the fact that the complexity of the set of valid
L-sentences in full second-order logic is …2 -complete in ZFC (see Theorem 3.4).
7 Boolean-Valued Second-Order Logic, Boolean Provability

After reviewing -provability, we now introduce Boolean provability in Booleanvalued second-order logic as an analogue of -provability, and we investigate the
connection between Boolean provability and Boolean validity. We start with introducing forcing in Henkin models.
Let L D ¹R1 ; : : : ; Rn º be a relational language, and let M D .A; G ; ¹RiM º1in / be a Henkin model. Let B 2 G , meaning
B D .B; ^B ; _B ; 0B ; 1B /, where B; ^B ; _B 2 G and 0B ; 1B 2 A, and let B be a complete Boolean algebra in M , that is, the second-order sentence that B is a complete
Boolean algebra is true in M . Given a B-generic filter G over M , one can define a
second-order L-structure M ŒG D .B; H ; ¹RiM ŒG º1in / as follows:
Definition 7.1 (Generic extensions)

(1) B D A and RiM ŒG D RiM for each i with 1  i  n,
<!
(2) H D ¹f G j f 2 BA \ G º, where f G D ¹xE 2 A<! j f .x/
E 2 Gº.
Given L; M; B as above, we assign the Boolean value Œ'ŒE
a; fEM
(an element of B) to each second-order L-formula ', aE 2 A<! , fE 2 .BA \ G /<! as
follows:
(1) ' is x D y, where x; y are first-order variables; then Œx D yŒa; bM is 1 if
a D b and 0 otherwise.
(2) ' is Ri .x/, where x is a first-order variable; then ŒRi ŒaM D RiM .a/.
Definition 7.2
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(3) ' is X.x/, where X is a second-order variable and x is a first-order variable;
then ŒX.x/Œa; f M D f .a/.
(4) ' is : ; then Œ'ŒE
a; fEM D 1 Œ ŒE
a; fEM .
M
(5) ' is 1 ^ 2 ; then Œ'ŒE
a; fE D Œ 1 ŒE
a; fEM ^ Œ 2 ŒE
a; fEM .
(6) ' is .9x/ , where x is a first-order variable; then
_

M
M
'ŒE
a; fE
D
Œb; aE ; fE :
b2A

(7) ' is .9X/ , where X is a second-order variable; then
_ 

M
M
'ŒE
a; fE
D
ŒE
a; g; fE :
g2.BA \G /

Note that the above definition is the same as Definition 2.2 except for the last clause.
In the last clause, we take the supremes over all the functions in G instead of all the
functions in V .
We now show that one can proceed as with the usual forcing method within
Henkin models.
Let L; M; B be as above, and let G be a B-generic filter over M .
(1) For each second-order L-formula ', aE 2 A<! , and fE 2 .BA \ G /<! ,

M
M ŒG  'ŒE
a; fEG  ” 'ŒE
a; fE
2 G:

Theorem 7.3

(2) M ŒG is a Henkin model.
Proof

For the first item, the argument is the same as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.
For the second item, let ' be any second-order L-formula, aE 2 A<! , and
fE 2 .BA \ G /<! . It is enough to show that the set
ˇ
®
¯
A D xE 2 A ˇ M ŒG  'Œx;
E aE ; fEG 
<!

belongs to H , where H D ¹g G j g 2 BA \ G º. For simplicity, let xE be one
variable x, and let gW A ! B be as follows:

M
g.x/ D 'Œx; aE ; fE :
Then since M is a Henkin model, g is in G . It suffices to show that g G D A, but by
the first item of this theorem, for each x 2 A,

M
x 2 A ” 'Œx; aE ; fE
2G
” g.x/ 2 G
” x 2 gG :
Hence g G D A, as desired.
We now introduce the Boolean provability in Boolean-valued second-order logic as
an analogy of -provability in -logic. In the definition of -provability, we used
countable transitive models of ZFC as “test models.” We will introduce adequate
Henkin models for the counterpart of transitive models of ZFC in the context of
Boolean-valued second-order logic.
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Let L D ¹Ri º1i n be a relational
be a second-order L-structure which is a

Definition 7.4 (Adequate Henkin models)

.A; G ; ¹RiM º1in /

language. Let M D
Henkin model.
(1) We say that M is an !-model if M thinks “A is infinite” (i.e., .9x 2 A/
.9f 2 G //; f is a bijection between A and A n ¹xº), and .! M ; <M / is
isomorphic to .!; </ in V , where .! M ; <M / is a unique structure satisfying
the axioms for natural numbers.4
(2) We say that M is adequate if
 M is an !-model,
 there is a pairing function of A (i.e., a bijection between A and A2 ) which
is in G , and
 there is a well-order on A in G .
We now define the Boolean provability in Boolean-valued second-order logic. Let
us write R for P .!/; we continue to use this convention for the rest of this article.
Let L be as above.
(1) Let f W R ! R be universally Baire (i.e., its graph is a universally Baire
subset of R2 ), and let M D .A; G ; ¹Ri º1in / be a second-order L-structure
which is a countable adequate Henkin model. We say that M is f -closed if,
for any B 2 G which is a complete Boolean algebra in M and any B-generic
filter G over M , M ŒG is closed under f ; that is, for any real x  ! such
that .x/ 2 M ŒG, .f .x// 2 M ŒG, where W .!; </ ! .! M ; <M / is an
isomorphism.5
(2) Let ' be a second-order L-sentence. We say that ' is Boolean-provable if
there is a function f W R ! R which is universally Baire such that if M is an
f -closed countable adequate Henkin model, then M  “' is Boolean-valid.”

Definition 7.5 (Boolean provability)

We now discuss the connection between Boolean provability and Boolean validity.
Let L be as above, and let ' be a second-order
L-sentence. If ' is Boolean-provable, then ' is Boolean-valid.
Theorem 7.6 (Soundness)

Assume that ' is Boolean-provable, and let f W R ! R be its witness. Let
 be a strong limit cardinal such that the statement “' is Boolean-valid” is absolute
between V and V , and such that f 2 V and V  “f is universally Baire.” It
suffices to show that ' is Boolean-valid in V .
Let X be a countable elementary submodel of V containing f , and let N be its
transitive collapse. Then N is strongly A-closed where A D ¹.x; n/ 2 R  ! j n 2
f .x/º.6 Since X is an elementary submodel of V , it is enough to show that N  '
is Boolean-valid.”
Let M be a Boolean-valued L-structure in N , and let ˛ be a limit ordinal in N
N
such that M 2 V˛N . Let N0 D .V˛N ; V˛C1
; ¹RiN0 º/, where RiN0 D ; for each i with
1  i  n. Then N0 is a countable adequate Henkin model.
We first show that N0 is f -closed, and then we show that k'kM D 1 in N . To
see that N0 is f -closed, let us take any complete Boolean algebra B in N0 and any
B-generic filter G over N0 . We will show that N0 ŒG is closed under f . First note
N
that G is also B-generic over N since all the dense subsets of B in N belong to V˛C1
.
Therefore, by the strong A-closure of N where A D ¹.x; n/ 2 R  ! j n 2 f .x/º,
N ŒG is closed under f . But then N0 ŒG is also closed under f since any real in
N
N ŒG can be coded by G and a B-name in V˛C1
. Thus, N0 is f -closed.
Proof
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We finish the proof by showing that k'kM D 1 in N . Since N0 is f -closed and
' is Boolean-provable via f , N0 believes that ' is Boolean-valid. Hence k'kM D 1
in N0 , and therefore k'kM D 1 is also true in N because N0 was a large rank initial
segment of N , as desired. Since M was arbitrary in N , ' is Boolean-valid in N and
hence in V and in V . Therefore, ' is Boolean-valid.
Definition 7.7 (Completeness)

The completeness of Boolean-valued secondorder logic is the following.
Let L D ¹R0 ; : : : ; Rn º be a finite relational language, and let ' be any secondorder L-sentence. Then if ' is Boolean-valid, ' is Boolean-provable.
The completeness of Boolean-valued second-order logic is not known to be consistent. In the next section, we compare this completeness with the -conjecture.
8 The -Conjecture and Completeness of Boolean-Valued Second-Order Logic

We now state one of our main results about Boolean validity.
Theorem 8.1

The completeness of Boolean-valued second-order logic implies the

-conjecture.
Let be a …2 -sentence in the language of set theory which is -valid. We
show that is -provable assuming the completeness of Boolean-valued secondorder logic. Let L D ¹Rº with a binary relation symbol R, and define the secondorder L-sentence ' as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, that is,
Proof

“If A with the relation R is well-founded, extensional, and is isomorphic to .V ; 2/
for some strong limit cardinal , then .A; R/  ,”
where A is the first-order part of the given second-order structure M , and identify
the above R with the interpretation of the binary relation symbol R in L.
By Theorem 5.1, ' is Boolean-valid. Therefore, by the completeness of
Boolean-valued second-order logic, ' is Boolean-provable. Let f W R ! R witness
the Boolean provability of ' , and let A D ¹.x; n/ 2 R  ! j n 2 f .x/º. Then A is
universally Baire, and we show that A witnesses that is -provable.
Let N be a countable transitive model of ZFC which is strongly A-closed. We
show that is true in N . Since is …2 , if suffices to show that V˛N  for each
strong limit cardinal ˛ in N .
Take an arbitrary strong limit cardinal ˛ in N , and consider the second-order
N
L-structure M D .V˛N ; V˛C1
; 2 \.V˛N  V˛N //. Then M is a countable adequate
Henkin model. By the same argument given in the proof of Theorem 7.6, M is
f -closed, and hence ' is Boolean-valid in M , and in particular this is true in M .
By the definition of ' , V˛N  . Since ˛ was an arbitrary strong limit cardinal
in N , is true in N , as desired.
The main open problem is the following.
Question 8.2

Is the completeness of Boolean-valued second-order logic equivalent to the -conjecture assuming the existence of a proper class of Woodin cardinals?
The following question is, of course, of most importance but still open.
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Is the completeness of Boolean-valued second-order logic consis-

tent?
Question 8.4

Are there any other natural provability notions for Boolean-valued
second-order logic which would be consistent?

9 Cardinal Characteristics of Boolean-Valued Second-Order Logic

In this section, we consider the Hanf number as well as the numbers related to the
compactness and the Löwenheim number of Boolean-valued second-order logic, and
we show that they are strictly smaller (or consistently smaller) than those of the full
second-order logic, under some assumptions of large cardinals and -logic.
We now discuss the cardinals related to compactness in some extensions of
Boolean-valued second-order logic and full second-order logic.
2
For regular cardinals ; , let L;
denote the second-order logic with <-long
conjunctions and disjunctions and <-long sequences of (first-order and secondorder) quantifiers when forming the set of formulas in this logic. The semantics of
these formulas is defined in a standard way.
2b
Respectively, for regular cardinals ; , let L;
denote the Boolean-valued
second-order logic with <-long conjunctions and disjunctions and <-long sequences of quantifiers when forming the set of formulas in this logic. The semantics
2
of these formulas is the same as that of formulas in L;
except that of the secondorder quantifiers. The semantics of the second-order quantifiers (or sequences of
second-order quantifiers) is analogously given as in the definition of the semantics
of Boolean-valued second-order logic.
For a given logic L and an uncountable regular cardinal ,  is called L -compact
if for any set of sentences T in L , if any subset of T with cardinality less than  has
a model, then T also has a model.
2
The following is a result due to Magidor on the compactness of L;
related to
large cardinals.
Theorem 9.1 (Magidor)

Let  be a regular uncountable cardinal. Then the fol-

lowing are equivalent:
(1)  is extendible,
2
(2)  is L;
-compact, and
2
(3)  is L;!
-compact.
Proof

See [6].

In contrast, we show that supercompactness of  is enough to ensure the compactness
2b
of L;
under some assumptions on large cardinals and -logic.
Note that for a real x and a …2 -formula '.z/ in the language of set theory, one
can define the -validity and -provability of the formula '.x/, where x is a parameter, in the same way as those of …2 -sentences. (For -provability, one can restrict
the strongly A-closed models with those containing x as an element in its definition.) Note also that the soundness for the statements of the form '.x/ where ' is a
…2 -formula and x is a real, holds.
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Definition 9.2 (Strong -conjecture)

(1) The -conjecture with real parameters states the following. Assume a proper
class of Woodin cardinals. Then for each …2 -formula ' in set theory and any
real x, '.x/ is -provable if and only if '.x/ is -valid.
(2) The strong -conjecture states that the -conjecture with real parameters
holds in any set-forcing extension.
We will prove that the strong -conjecture is consistent with a proper class of
Woodin cardinals. For the proof, we use the notion of extenders and iteration trees.
For the basics of those notions, one can refer to Martin and Steel [7]. Beside the
basic notions of extenders and iteration trees that appeared in [7], we will use the
following notions.
Definition 9.3

(1) An extender E is short if lh.E/  iE .crit.E//, where lh.E/ is the length of
E, iE is the ultrapower embedding induced by E, and crit.E/ is the critical
point of iE .
(2) An extender E is nice if it is short, lh.E/ D strength.E/, and lh.E/ is inaccessible, where strength.E/ is the strength of E.
(3) An iteration tree T D hT; .E˛ j ˛ C 1 < /i is normal if there are ordinals
.˛ j ˛ C 1 < / such that for all ordinals ˛; ˇ with ˛ C 1; ˇ C 1 <  ,
(a) ˛ C 2  strength.E˛T /,
(b) ˛ < ˇ , and
(c) if ˛ is the immediate T -predecessor of ˇ C 1, then ˛ is the least such
that crit.Eˇ /   .
(4) An iteration tree T D hT; .E˛ j ˛ C 1 < /i/ is nice if it is normal and
M˛T  “E˛ is nice” for each ˛ <  , where M˛T is the ˛th model of the
iteration tree T .
We now introduce the key hypothesis when discussing the strong -conjecture.
Definition 9.4

Nice unique branch hypothesis (Nice-UBH) is the following statement.
Suppose that T is a countable and nice iteration tree on V of limit length. Then
T has at most one cofinal well-founded branch.
The theory ZFC + strong -conjecture + “There is a
proper class of Woodin cardinals” is consistent assuming the consistency of the theory ZFC + “There is a proper class of Woodin cardinals.”
Theorem 9.5 (Woodin)

Proof

We will use some notions from inner model theory. For the notions such
E one can refer to Mitchell and Steel [8] and
as “mouse,” “fully iterable,” and “LŒE,”
Steel [13].
The statement follows from the following three theorems.
Theorem 9.6 (Mitchell, Steel)

Assume a proper class of Woodin cardinals. Then
E with a proper class of Woodin
there is a fully iterable proper class mouse LŒE
cardinals.
Theorem 9.7 (Schlutzenberg, Steel)

iterable. Then nice-UBH is true.

E and that it is fully
Suppose that V D LŒE
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Theorem 9.8 (Woodin)

Assume a proper class of Woodin cardinals.
nice-UBH implies the strong -conjecture.
Proof of Theorem 9.6
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Then

See [8] and [13].

Suppose that T is a countable and nice iteration tree on V
of limit length. We will show that T has at most one cofinal well-founded branch.
E is fully iterable, by Schlutzenberg [11, Corollary 2.10],
Since T is nice and LŒE
E On the other hand, by Steel [12, Theoeach extender in T is in the sequence E.
E has at most one cofinal
rem 3.3], every countable and nice iteration tree on V D LŒE
well-founded branch if every extender on the tree is from its sequence. Therefore, T
has at most one cofinal well-founded branch.
Proof of Theorem 9.7

Proof of Theorem 9.8

We will use the following key lemma.

Assume a Woodin cardinal ı, an inaccessible cardinal  > ı, and a
set of extenders E  Vı such that
(1) E witnesses that ı is Woodin,
(2) each extender in E is nice.
Assume a countable elementary substructure X of .V ; 2/ with E 2 X such that
if MX ; EN are the images of X and E via the transitive collapse, then MX has an
!1 -iteration strategy for nice iteration trees whose extenders are from EN which is
universally Baire in the codes (i.e., the set of reals coding elements of the !1 -iteration
strategy is universally Baire).
Then the -conjecture with real parameters holds.
Lemma 9.9

Proof

See, for example, [5, Section 9.2].

Let P be a partial order and let G be P-generic over V . We show that the
-conjecture with real parameters holds in V ŒG. By Lemma 9.9, it is enough
to find ı <  and E with the properties described in Lemma 9.9 in V ŒG.
In V , let ı0 be a limit of Woodin cardinals such that P 2 Vı0 and such that in
V ŒG, every <ı0 -universally Baire set is universally Baire. Let ı > ı0 be a Woodin
cardinal in V . Then ı is Woodin in V ŒG as well. Let E  V ŒGı be a set of nice
extenders with critical points above ı0 such that E witnesses that ı is Woodin in
V ŒG. Let  > ı be inaccessible in V ŒG.
V ŒG satisfies nice-UBH for nice iteration trees whose extenders are
induced by those from E.
Claim 1

Let T be a countable and nice iteration tree on V ŒG of limit
length whose extenders are induced by those from E. We will show that there is at
most one cofinal well-founded branch of T .
We will use nice-UBH in V . Let T be as in the statement, and suppose that there
are two cofinal well-founded distinct branches b; c of T . Then since P is in Vı0
and ı0 is a limit of Woodin cardinals, there is a Woodin cardinal ı 0 < ı0 such that
P 2 Vı 0 . So one can embed P into the stationary tower forcing Q<ı 0 below some
condition and induce the corresponding iteration tree T 0 and its branches b 0 ; c 0 in
V Q<ı0 with the same properties. So we may assume that P D Q<ı 0 .
Let G be Q<ı 0 -generic over V , and let j W V ! M be the induced embedding
from G. Since every extender in E has critical points above ı0 , for any extender E
Proof of Claim 1
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in T , E \ V is in V and one can consider sending these extenders via j and forming
a corresponding iteration tree to E in M . Let us call this iteration tree j.E/ for the
ease of notation.
M
The point is that for each E 2 E, iEV ŒG  M D ij.E
. This is done by the
\V /
same argument as in Woodin [18, Lemma 147]. Hence the iteration tree j.T / in M
has two cofinal well-founded branches j 00 b and j 00 c in M , contradicting nice-UBH
in V and the elementarity of j W V ! M .
Now it is enough to prove the assumption of Lemma 9.9 in V ŒG (i.e., there is a
countable elementary substructure X of .V ŒG ; 2/ with E 2 X such that if MX ; EN
are the images of X and E via the transitive collapse, then MX has a universally
N
Baire !1 -iteration strategy for nice iteration trees whose extenders are from E).
However, this holds for any countable elementary substructure X with E 2 X as
we shall see below. Let W MX ! V ŒG be the inverse of the transitive collapse
of X. We will define the desired !1 -iteration strategy † as follows. Given a countN let †.T /
able and nice iteration tree T with limit length whose extenders are from E,
00
be a unique -realizable branch (i.e., a unique branch b such that  b is the unique
cofinal well-founded branch of  T in V ŒG , where  T is the iteration tree induced from  and T ). This is well defined since nice-UBH for relevant iteration
trees holds in V ŒG by Claim 1.
We show that † is an !1 -iteration strategy of MX which is universally Baire in
the codes. Being an !1 -iteration strategy follows from nice-UBH in V ŒG . Using
nice-UBH and the tree production lemma (see, e.g., [4, Theorem 3.3.15]), one can
show it is universally Baire in the codes. To see that, there are two points:
(a) every <ı0 -universally Baire set is universally Baire in V ŒG and the critical
points of extenders from E are above ı0 ;
(b) for any Woodin ı 0 < ı0 in V ŒG, if H  Q<ı 0 is V ŒG-generic and
j W V ŒG ! M is from H , then for each extender E from E, iEV ŒG;H   M D
M
ij.E
.
/
Item (a) follows from the choice of ı0 and E. Item (b) is proved in [18,
Lemma 147]. The rest is a standard argument to prove † is universally Baire
in the codes.

Theorem 9.10

Assume the existence of a proper class of Woodin cardinals and
that the strong -conjecture holds. If  is a supercompact cardinal, then  is
2b
L;
-compact.
2b
Note that if  is L;
-compact, then  must be strongly compact because the compactness of infinitary Boolean-valued second-order logic implies that of infinitary
first-order logic.
2b
Let T be a set of sentences in L;
such that any subset of T with cardinality
less than  has a Boolean-valued model. We show that T itself has a Boolean-valued
model.
Let  >  be a limit of Woodin cardinals such that T 2 V . Since  is supercompact, there is an elementary embedding j W V ! M with critical point  such that
j./ > , j  V 2 M , and M is transitive.

Proof
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The outline to have a Boolean-valued model of T in V is as follows. By the
conditions of j , one can see j 00 T 2 M which is a subset of j.T / with cardinality
less than j./ in M . By elementarity and the assumption for T in V , one can have
a Boolean-valued model of j 00 T in M which can be easily translated to that of T .
We go to a forcing extension M P for P D Coll.!; T / where T can be coded by a
real and argue that T has a Boolean-valued model also in M P . By the soundness
of -logic with real parameters, the statement “T has a full second-order model” is
-consistent with a parameter coding T as a real. Then we argue that this is also
true in V P using the agreement of -logic in V P and M P . Finally, we use the strong
-conjecture to have -satisfiability of the statement “T has a full second-order
model” in V P that implies that T has a Boolean-valued model in V .
To ensure the agreement of -logic in V P and M P , we will use the following
lemma. Note that V D M since j  V 2 M .
In the above situation, for any partial order P in V , the
set of all universally Baire sets in V P is exactly the same as that in M P . Hence the
-logic with real parameters in V P coincides with that in M P .
Lemma 9.11 (Woodin)

Proof of Lemma 9.11

See [4, Lemma 3.4.15].

We now proceed with the details of the arguments. Since j  V is in M and T 2 V ,
j 00 T is also in M and it has cardinality less than  < j./ in M . By the assumption,
any subset of T with cardinality less than  has a Boolean-valued model in V . Since
jj 00 T j < j./ in M , by elementarity of j , j 00 T has a Boolean-valued model in M
as well.
Since j  T is in M , one can easily transform a Boolean-valued model of j 00 T
in M to that of T in M by sending the interpretation of symbols in j 00 T to that of
the corresponding symbols in T via j . Hence T also has a Boolean-valued model
in M .
Let P D Coll.!; T /.
Claim 2

T has a Boolean-valued model also in M P .

Let ı >  be a Woodin cardinal in M such that for any
†2 -formula ' and a real x in M , if the sentence '.x/ is true in some generic
extension of M , then there exist ˛ < ı and Q 2 Mı such that M˛Q  '.x/.
Let g be P-generic over M . We will show that T has a Boolean-valued model in
M Œg. Since P is in Mı , there is a P<ı -generic filter G over M such that g 2 G.
Then T is countable in M ŒG and there is an elementary embedding kW M ! N 
M ŒG such that N <ı \ M ŒG < N with k.ı/ D ı. By elementarity of k, in N , there
is a Boolean-valued model of k.T / and hence also a Boolean-valued model of k 00 T .
Since T is countable in M ŒG, it is in N and by using k, one can easily transform a
Boolean-valued of k 00 T to that of T in N .
Note that the statement “there is a full second-order model of T ” is a †2 -statement
with parameter x in N . Then by the choice of ı and the elementarity of k, there exist
˛ < k.ı/ D ı and Q 2 Nı D M ŒGı such that N˛Q satisfies that “there is a full
second-order model of T .” Since Nı D M ŒGı , it is also true in M ŒG. Therefore,
T has a Boolean-valued model in M ŒG and hence in M Œg for any P-generic g over
M , as desired.
Proof of Claim 2
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We now have that T has a Boolean-valued model in M P where T can be coded by
a real. Then by the soundness of -logic with real parameters, the statement “T
has a full second-order model” (with a real parameter coding T ) is -consistent in
M P . By Lemma 9.11, the same statement is -consistent in V P . But since the
strong -conjecture is true in V , the -conjecture with real parameters is true in
V P . Hence the statement “T has a full second-order model” is -satisfiable, that is,
T has a Boolean-valued model in V P and hence in V , as desired.
We now discuss the Hanf numbers of Boolean-valued second-order logic and of full
second-order logic. First we define the notion of cardinality of a Boolean-valued
structure. Given a Boolean-valued structure M D .A; B; ¹RiM º/, the cardinality of
M is defined to be that of A.
For a given logic L , the Hanf number of L is the least cardinal  such that if
a sentence ' in L has a model of cardinality at least , then ' has models with
arbitrarily large cardinalities; that is, for any , ' has a model with cardinality bigger
than . For a sentence ' in L , let
sp.'/ D ¹ j ' has a model of cardinality º:
We call sp.'/ the spectrum of '. The Hanf number of L is the least  such that for
any sentence ' in L with bounded spectrum and  2 sp.'/,  < .
We use h2 and h2b for the Hanf numbers of full second-order logic and of
Boolean-valued second-order logic.
The following is due to Magidor.
The Hanf number h2 is between the first supercompact
cardinal and the first extendible cardinal.
Theorem 9.12 (Magidor)
Proof

See [6].

We show that h2b is below the first supercompact cardinal and hence strictly smaller
than h2 under the same assumptions of Theorem 9.10.
Theorem 9.13

Assume a proper class of Woodin cardinals and that the strong
-conjecture holds. Let  be a supercompact cardinal. Then h2b < .
Proof

Since there are only countably many second-order sentences, it is enough to
show that for each second-order sentence ' with bounded spectrum for the Booleanvalued second-order logic, sup.sp.'// < .
We will use Theorem 9.10. Let ' be a second-order sentence with sup.sp.'//  .
We will show that sp.'/ is unbounded. Given any cardinal   , we add -many
constants c˛ in the language of ' and let T be the set of sentences ' and those stating
c˛ ¤ cˇ for all ˛ < ˇ < . Since sup.sp.'//  , any subset of T with cardinality
less than  has a Boolean-valued model. Hence, by Theorem 9.10, the whole T has
a Boolean-valued model and that Boolean-valued model has cardinality at least , as
desired.
Corollary 9.14

Assume a supercompact cardinal and a proper class of Woodin
cardinals and that the strong -conjecture holds. Then h2b < h2 .
Note that h2b is at least as large as .!/, if such exists, since well-ordering can be
described in Boolean-valued second-order logic.
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Can we say more about the least cardinal  such that  is
How about the lower bound of Hanf number h2b ?

Finally, we discuss Löwenheim numbers of Boolean-valued second-order logic and
full second-order logic. Given a logic L , the Löwenheim number of L is the least
cardinal  such that for any sentence ', if there is a model of ', then there is one such
with cardinality at most . Let us use `2b and `2 to denote Löwenheim numbers of
Boolean-valued second-order logic and full second-order logic, respectively.
The following is a well-known characterization of Löwenheim number of full
second-order logic.
Proposition 9.16 (Folklore)

We have

`2 D sup¹˛ j ˛ is 2 -definable in set theoryº:
In particular, `2 is bigger than the least limit of Woodin cardinals if there is a proper
class of Woodin cardinals.
Proof

See, for example, [14].

We now show that `2b could be smaller than `2 .
Theorem 9.17

Assume that the theory ZFC + “There is a proper class of Woodin
cardinals” is consistent. Then so is ZFC + “There is a proper class of Woodin
cardinals and `2b is less than the first Woodin cardinal.” In particular, it is consistent
that `2b < `2 .7
Proof

We use some facts from inner model theory. For the notions such as “minimal canonical inner model” and “Q-structures,” one can refer to [8] and [13].
E with a proper class
We look at the minimal canonical inner model M D LŒE
2b
of Woodin cardinals and argue that ` is less than the first Woodin cardinal in M .
Since one can prove that such an M exists assuming ZFC + “There is a proper class
of Woodin cardinals,” this is enough to prove for the conclusion of the theorem. (For
the proof of this fact, one can look at [8] and [13].)
We work in M . Let ı be the least Woodin cardinal in M , and let ' be a secondorder sentence such that ' has a Boolean-valued model. We will show that ' has a
Boolean-valued model with size less than ı.
Let  be the least inaccessible cardinal above ı in M . Let E  Mı be a collection
of nice extenders witnessing ı is Woodin in M . Let X be a countable substructure
of M such that E 2 X, and let MX be the transitive collapse of X. We will write aN
N By Theorem 0.2 in Schindler and Steel
for the transitive collapse of a in X (e.g., ı).
[10], MX has an !1 -iteration strategy for nice iteration trees whose extenders come
from EN which is led by Q-structures, and hence it is universally Baire in the codes
in M . Therefore, by Lemma 9.9, the -conjecture holds in M and the statement
 “' has a full second-order model” is -consistent, that is, its negation is not
-provable.
Let † be the !1 -iteration strategy on MX we discussed in the last paragraph.
Since † is universally Baire in the codes and is -consistent, there exists a countable transitive model N of ZFC such that MX is countable in N and N is †-closed.
In particular, there exists a in N such that V N has a Boolean-valued model of '
whose first-order universe is in V .
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MX
We now use the extender algebra Wı;
over MX (e.g., see Section 9
N ıN  V N
ı
N
in [5]) to make V generic over an iterate M1 of MX in N . Then M1 has a
1
Boolean-valued model of ' whose first-order universe is in VıM
, where ı 0 is the
0
image of ıN via the iteration map W MX ! M1 . By elementarity of  in MX , there
exists a Boolean-valued model of ' whose first-order universe is in V NMX . Finally,
ı
since MX was the transitive collapse of X, in M , there exists a Boolean-valued
model of ' whose first-order universe is in Mı . Hence ' has a Boolean-valued
model with size less than the least Woodin ı, as desired.

Question 9.18

Could `2b be below the least measurable cardinal?

Notes
1. The definition of -validity here is different from Woodin’s original definition in [17].
However, they are essentially the same in the following sense: There are recursive translations ' 7! ' and
7! ' from …2 -sentences to sentences and sentences to
…2 -sentences, respectively, such that a …2 -sentence ' is -valid in our sense if and
only if ' is -valid in Woodin’s sense, and a sentence is -valid in Woodin’s sense
if and only if ' is -valid in our sense. We use our formulation because it is simpler
to work with when considering …2 -statements.
2. There is a notion called “A-closure,” weaker than strong A-closure, but there is no essential difference between them in our context. For the details, one can refer to [1].
3. The definition of -provability here is different from Woodin’s original definition of
-provability in [17]. However, they are essentially the same in the following sense:
There are recursive translations ' 7! ' and 7! ' from …2 -sentences to sentences
and sentences to …2 -sentences, respectively, such that a …2 -sentence ' is -provable
in our sense if and only if ' is -provable in Woodin’s sense, and a sentence
is
-provable in Woodin’s sense if and only if ' is -provable in our sense. We use our
formulation because it is simpler to work with.
4. Since M satisfies the comprehension axiom for each second-order formula and A is
infinite in M , such a structure exists in G uniquely up to isomorphism.
5. Such a  exists because M is an !-model.
6. N is a countable transitive model of a fragment of ZFC and one can define the strong
A-closure for such a model in the same way as Definition 6.2.
7. The authors would like to thank John Steel for pointing out the corresponding result in
-logic.
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